A FUTURE-READY NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

Visit http://www.nie.edu.sg/about-us/nie-strategic-vision-2022 to find out more about what NIE 2022 means to our faculty and staff.
TOWARDS A FUTURE-READY LEARNER’S AGENDA
Preparing for Life through Purposeful Learning (and not just for Performance)

Joy of Learning
Life-long learning dispositions, life-deep learning expertise, Life-wide interests

Entreprenurial Dare
Life-wide virtues, Life-long character dispositions, Life-wide cultural appreciation

Social Cohesion
Life-wise virtues, Life-long character dispositions, Life-wide cultural appreciation

PROGRAMMES & RESEARCH
Developing "life-long, life-deep, life-wide and life-wise" programmes and pedagogies
• Inspire joy for learning from "cradle to grave" and teaching learning leads to 21st century critical and relevant senior level
• Facilitate social, emotional and cultural values, e.g., empathy, to acquire both disciplinary depth and multiple perspectives, e.g., develop higher order thinking
• Acquire key critical capabilities for success grounded by positive values and virtues
• Focus for quality, health structures and assessment in our programmes & curriculum

Joy of Learning
Life-long learning dispositions, life-deep learning expertise, Life-wide interests

Leading and exemplifying learning technologies and innovations
• Foster adoption of innovative mindsets and practices in teaching and learning life-wide
• Optimize recent investments on innovative learning technologies and spaces may be used to enhance life-long learning outcomes

Social Cohesion
Life-wise virtues, Life-long character dispositions, Life-wide cultural appreciation

DEEPENING AFFILIATIONS WITH BOTH REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
• Facilitate the visibility of our strengths and achievements, e.g., through hosting more regional and international conferences, think-tanks and summer programmes)
• Develop meaningful strategic collaborations, as well as key partnerships
• Align with key priorities across disciplines
• Living unique value proposition of the NIE learner experience

Joy of Learning
Life-long learning dispositions, life-deep learning expertise, Life-wide interests

Developing an overarching institutional research strategy and supporting the research-practice nexus
• Foster and encourage research across NIE with clear strategic and visible impact on programmes, pedagogies and policy
• Identify key research priorities spanning the spectrum of the teaching learning process involving methodology, technology and space and may be used to enhance life-long learning outcomes

Joy of Learning
Life-long learning dispositions, life-deep learning expertise, Life-wide interests

DEEPENING AFFILIATIONS WITH BOTH REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
• Facilitate the visibility of our strengths and achievements, e.g., through hosting more regional and international conferences, think-tanks and summer programmes)
• Develop meaningful strategic collaborations, as well as key partnerships
• Align with key priorities across disciplines
• Living unique value proposition of the NIE learner experience
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The NIE Strategic Vision 2022 (“NIE 2022”) is the culmination of a three-year strategy development and stakeholder engagement process. With the theme, “A Future-Ready National Institute of Education,” the new NIE 2022 highlights the Institute’s aim to be a leader of the future of education in Singapore and internationally. As Singapore’s national institute for teacher education and only institute for teacher accreditation, NIE’s mission is to inspire learning, transforming teaching and advance research in education.

NIE focuses on delivering future-ready programmes and pedagogies underpinned by a “life-long, life-deep, life-wide and life-wise” philosophy. The Institute also strives to lead innovations in pedagogies and the development and design of learning technologies.

To meet the lifelong learning needs of in-service teachers, educators and other professionals, NIE offers flexible and rigorous professional learning courses and modules that are stackable towards advanced diplomas and higher degrees.

Research at NIE helps to inform education policy and contributes to the enhancement of learning and pedagogies underpinned by a “life-long, life-deep, life-wide and life-wise” philosophy. The Institute also strives to lead innovations in pedagogies and the development and design of learning technologies.

Last but not least, NIE endeavours to build an adaptable, learning in our schools.
The NIE Strategic Vision 2022 (“NIE 2022”) is the culmination of a three-year strategy development and stakeholder engagement process. With the theme, “A Future-Ready National Institute of Education,” the new NIE 2022 highlights the Institute’s aim to be a leader of the future of education in Singapore and beyond.

As Singapore’s national institute for teacher education and only institute for teacher accreditation, NIE’s mission is to inspire learning, transforming teacher advancement and research in education.

NIE focuses on delivering future-ready programmes and pedagogies underpinned by a “life-long, life-deep, life-wide and life-wise” philosophy. The Institute also strives to lead innovations in pedagogy and the development of learning technologies.

To meet the lifelong learning needs of in-service teachers, educators and other professionals, NIE offers flexible and rigorous professional learning courses and modules that are stackable towards advanced diplomas and higher degrees.

Research at NIE helps to inform education policy and contributes to the enhancement of learning and teaching within NIE and in the schools. The notion of Research at NIE helps to inform education policy and contributes to the enhancement of learning and teaching within NIE and in the schools. The notion of Research at NIE helps to inform education policy and contributes to the enhancement of learning and teaching within NIE and in the schools.

Developing “life-long, life-deep, life-wide and life-wise” programmes and pedagogies

- Inspire joy for learning from “cradle to grave” to inspire lifelong learning and actively participate in the learning cycle from apprentice to senior establishments.
- Build on existing expertise, capacity and value, e.g., agility to acquire both disciplinary depth and multiple perspectives, e.g., through innovative thinking.
- Acquire key critical capabilities for success grounded by positive values and virtues.
- Move to flexibility in health structures and assessment in our programmes & curriculum.

Joy of Learning - Life-long learning dispositions, Life-deep learning expertise, Life-wide interests

- Promote adoption of innovative mindsets and practices in teaching and learning NIE-wide.
- Optimize recent investments in innovative learning infrastructure.
- Develop and showcase our expertise and capacity to deliver high-impact professional development, technology and spaces may be used to enhance lifelong learning outcomes.

Social Cohesion - Life-wide virtues, Life-long character dispositions, Life-wide cultural appreciation

- Foster a sense of belonging and identity.
- Promote inclusivity and participation through multi-cultural and diverse experiences.
- Provide opportunities for diverse perspectives and experiences.

TOWARDS A FUTURE-READY LEARNER’S AGENDA

Preparing for Life through Purposeful Learning (and not just for Performance)

Education is the process of learning; development is the result. Education is the process of learning; development is the result. Education is the process of learning; development is the result. Education is the process of learning; development is the result.

Programme & Research

- Boosting the visibility of NIE’s strengths and achievements through key partnerships such as MOE and NTU.
- Strengthening relevance and contribution to MOE and Singapore education.
- Identifying key research priorities spanning the spectrum of life-long learning outcomes.
- Encourage more active participation and involvement in NTU activities, committees and boards.
- Encourage more cross-disciplinary collaborations with other NTU schools and faculty.

People & Institutional Capacity

- Focusing on building and strengthening faculty, staff and administrative excellence for higher efficiency and productivity.
- Developing a culture of trust and a growth-and-solutions mindset to support NIE’s mission.
- Enhance our mechanisms for feedback and internal quality control.
- Empower faculty and staff to be community builders.

Investing in faculty and staff professional development and development of a culture of trust and a growth-and-solutions mindset to support NIE’s mission.

- Establish a more structured mechanism for NIE’s future faculty and staff professional development.
- Enhance scanning and planning mindsets and practices.
- Encourage more innovative and entrepreneurial dispositions, Life-wide interests.
- Enhance our mechanisms for feedback and internal quality control.
- Empower faculty and staff to be community builders.

- Establishing a more structured mechanism for NIE’s future faculty and staff professional development.
- Enhance scanning and planning mindsets and practices.
- Encourage more innovative and entrepreneurial dispositions, Life-wide interests.
- Enhance our mechanisms for feedback and internal quality control.
- Empower faculty and staff to be community builders.

- Establishing a more structured mechanism for NIE’s future faculty and staff professional development.
- Enhance scanning and planning mindsets and practices.
- Encourage more innovative and entrepreneurial dispositions, Life-wide interests.
- Enhance our mechanisms for feedback and internal quality control.
- Empower faculty and staff to be community builders.
Visit http://www.nie.edu.sg/about-us/nie-strategic-vision-2022 to find out more about what NIE 2022 means to our faculty and staff.